This paper presents a novel approach, called MODS, to build an accurate time evolving classifier from multiple one-class data streams learning time evolving classifier. Our proposed MODS approach works in two steps. In the first step, we first construct local one-class classifiers on the labeled positive examples from each sub-data stream respectively. We then collect the informative examples (support vectors) around each local one-class classifier, which can support the decision boundary of the classifier. This is called support vector preservation principle. In the second step, we construct a global one-class classifier on the collected informative examples. By using the support vector preservation principle, our proposed MODS explicitly addresses the problem of building accurate classifier from multiple one-class data streams. Extensive experiments on real life data streams have demonstrated that our MODS approach can achieve high performance and efficiency for the multiple one-class data streams learning in comparison with other approaches.
Introduction
In one-class learning, only one class of samples is labeled in the training phase [1] . The labeled class is called the target/positve class, while all other samples not in this class are called the non-target class. In some real-world applications, such as anomaly detection [2] , it is easy to obtain one class of normal data, whereas collecting and labeling of abnormal instances may be expensive or impossible. In such cases, one-class learning has been studied to learn a distinctive classifier from the labeled target class to decide whether a test instance belongs to the target class or not. To date, one-class learning has been found in a large variety of applications from anomaly detection, automatic image annotation to sensor data drift detection [2, 3] .
Depend on the principle of the learning models, the previous work on one-class learning can be classified into two broad categories: (1) static-data-based methods [1, 4, 5] , in which one-class classifier is built only by the labeled target class [1] ; or one first extracts negative examples from the unlabeled data if the unlabeled data is available, and then constructs a binary classifier based on the labeled target class and the extracted negative class. For example, support vector data description (SVDD) [1] has been proposed to build an one-class classifier by mapping the target data into a feature space and construct a hyper-sphere to enclose the target class. For another group of methods [4, 5] , which are developed for document-based one-class learning, they select a set of reliable negative documents from unlabeled documents is identified and then build a binary classifier is built based on the target class and the extracted negative documents. (2): stream-data-based methods [6, 7, 8] , in which the static-data-based methods are extended into data stream environment, since one-class data such as sensor network and intrusion detection data, is always collected in a data stream environment [9] . For example, one-class SVM method is used in data streams for one-class learning with a small number of labeled target data and unlabeled data [8] .
Despite much progress in this area, most of the existing work on one-class data streams learning has not explicitly dealt with the multiple one-class data streams learning. They are based on an underlying assumption that the oneclass data streams always come from a single data source such that we can treat the data in the current time period as a whole and build an one-class classifier for prediction [7, 8] . However, in practice, one-class data streams may have more than one data sources so that we obtain several data streams simultaneously. For example, in the sensor stream data [10] , the sensors put at the different locations always generate multiple data streams at the same time. For the generated multiple one-class data streams, it is necessary to build an accurate classifier for prediction. As illustrated in Figure 1 , the multiple one-class data streams have m data sources. This kind of multiple one-class data streams situation, typically ignored by the previous data streams learning, should be considered to build a predictive one-class classifier for prediction.
In this paper, we address the problem of multiple oneclass data streams learning from homogeneous data. We first learn local one-class classifiers from each sub-data stream and then build a global classifier based on the local one-class classifiers. The main challenges of multiple one-class data streams learning is that, we should build an accurate oneclass classifier while not take too much running time. The main contribution of our work can be summarized as follows.
1. We present a novel approach, called MODS, to build a global one-class classifier from the multiple oneclass data streams learning to address concept drift in two steps. In the first step, we construct local one-class classifiers from each sub-data stream. We then extract the informative examples (support vectors) from each local one-class classifier, which is referred to as the support vector preservation principle. In the second step, we train one-class classifier on the collected informative examples (support vectors) and then extract the informative examples (support vectors) from this newly built one-class classifier. We then put the newly collected informative examples and each subdata stream together.
2. We first prove that the proposed MODS approach converges to the one-class classifier built on the whole current chunk data from each sub-data stream. This characteristic indicates that our MODS can build an optimal one-class classifier for prediction. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to build an accurate classifier from multiple one-class data streams learning.
3. We conduct extensive experiments to evaluate the performance of our proposed MODS approach. The statistical results show that our MODS approach can deliver competitive performance and offer high efficiency in comparison with other approaches.
The proposed MODS approach is based on the observation that, the interior examples of sub-classifiers, which are the examples in the interior of the constructed hyper-sphere, also tend to be the interior examples of the classifier (hypersphere) on the whole data; the support vectors of the subclassifiers (hyper-spheres) tends to include the boundary examples of the whole data, as illustrated in Figure 3 . Thus, we can utilize the support vectors preservation principle to build an accurate classifier from multiple one-class data streams. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses previous works related to our study. Section 3 presents our proposed approach for multiple one-class data streams in detail. Section 4 reports extensive experimental results on real-world datasets. Section 5 presents the conclusion.
Related Work
In this section, we discuss previous work related to our multiple one-class data streams learning, i.e., data streams and one-class elarnings as follows. 
Data Streams Learning
We briefly review the previous work on one-class data streams learning and multiple data streams learning as follows.
For the one-class data streams, only one class of data is labeled at the training phase and the other examples are called unlabeled data. Zhu et al [11] introduce vague oneclass streams learning which employs a double weighting approach, at both instance and classifier levels, to build an ensemble framework for prediction. Later Zhu et al [8] use feature-based clustering technique to summarize concept of the user over data streams. Liu et al [7] propose an uncertain one-class classifier to address the problem of uncertain data in one-class data streams learning. For the textual oneclass data streams learning, Zhang et al [12] construct oneclass classifier by the labeled positive documents and utilize the learned classifier to predict an unknown document to the positive class or negative class. Later, they [13] develop decision-tree-based method for one-class data streams learning. Li et al [6] extract reliable negative examples from the unlabeled data and then construct a binary classifier based on the positive examples and the extracted negative data. Later, Liu et al [14] introduce the confidence value to each example in the positive and unlabeled classes and then construct an accurate classifier for prediction.
Multiple data streams learning is a branch of the data stream environment, in which data always come from multiple sources. To date, multiple data streams have been investigated intensively. First of all, Oates et al [15] formulate the problem of finding structures in multiple data streams of categorical data by searching over the space of dependencies, or infrequent co-occurrences, between complex patterns of values that can appear in the streams. In [16] , an efficient incremental subspace clustering algorithm is proposed for multiple streams over sliding windows. The method detects all the sub-clusters to capture the coherent changing patterns among a set of streams over a set of time points. Wong et al [17] utilize the Bayesian biologic surveillance algorithm to combine information from multiple data streams to improve the performance of detection system. In [18] , the authors propose a new approach for assessing significance of multistream patterns in multi-attribute event sequences. Chen et al [19] build a sequential pattern mining algorithm in multiple transaction data streams. Wong et al [17] introduce sequential pattern mining to search for the relative sequence of events, which allows users to make predictions on discovered sequential patterns. Gwadera [20] provides a solution to the problem of assessing significance of the Sliding-window multi-stream join (SMWJ) result by focusing on the relative frequency of windows.
One-Class SVM Suppose the training target class is
n . In SVDD, input data is mapped from the input space into a feature space via kernel function, in which the inner product of two vectors φ(x) and φ(x i ) can be calculated by a kernel function
. Among a variety of kernel functions, RBF kernel is a typical one and outperforms others:
where σ is a parameter. In the feature space, SVDD constructs a minimum hyper-sphere that contains most of target data.
where o and R are the centroid and radius of the hypersphere respectively, ξ i are slack variables to allow some data points to lie outside the sphere, and v > 0 controls the tradeoff between the volume of the sphere and the number of errors. l i=1 ξ i means the penalty for misclassified patterns. By introducing the Lagrangian function [21] , the optimization problem (2.2) is converted into
After resolving problem (2.3), we can obtain Lagrange multipliers α i . In addition, o is denoted as follows
It is noted that, the W (.) value of optimization problem (2.3) and o are only determined by the examples whose α i = 0, and these examples are called support vectors. For a test sample x t , if x t − o ≤ R, it is classified into the target class; otherwise, it belongs to the non-target class.
This paper proposes to learn a global support vector data description classifier from multiple data streams using the labeled target data.
Our Proposed Algorithm
In this section, we provide a detailed description about our proposed approach for multiple one-class data streams learning from homogeneous data. c+1) ) is designated as the target chunk.
In the current chunk D ic (i = 1, 2, . . . , m), the labeled examples are put into set P D ic . Other examples, including non-labeled target class examples and non-target class examples, are put into set U D ic . For the multiple one-class data streams, we have following two goals.
1. Build a global one-class classifier from the multiple one-class data streams using the labeled target class examples in P D ic , i = 1, 2, . . . , m.
2. Utilize the learned global one-class classifier to predict the data label in the yet-to-come chunks, i.e.,
To learn an one-class classifier from multiple data streams, we may have the following two simple solutions.
Solution 1
The first solution is to build an oneclass classifier on the labeled positive examples in all the current chunks from each sub-data stream: that is let
, and then build a global oneclass classifier f g c (x) on Ω c . The advantage of this solution is that, it can build an accurate global classifier since it utilizes the data information from each data stream; however, it may take a long time to learn the classifier since the number of data in Ω c may be large.
Solution 2
Another simple solution is to build local one-class classifiers from each sub-data stream respectively, and then combine the local classifiers into an ensemble classifier for prediction. Specifically, for the data chunk D ic in Stream i , we first build a local classifier on P D ic , denoted as f l ic (x) i = 1, 2, . . . , m, and then ensemble the local classifiers into a global one-class classifier f e c (x). This solution can reduce the training time since it builds one-class classifier on the current chunk of each sub-data stream and the combination of local classifiers won't take much time; however, the ensemble classifier may be less accurate for prediction. 3.2 Proposed Approach As mentioned above, the first solution may take too much running time to train a global classifier while the second solution may reduce the accuracy of the prediction. In this paper, we propose a novel approach to build a global one-class classifier from multiple one-class data streams, which keeps the high accuracy and does not take much training time.
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As illustrated in Figure 2 , the proposed approach consists of local one-class classifier construction and global oneclass classifier construction. In the following, we describe the two steps in detail.
Local One-Class Classifier Construction
In the first step, we conduct SVDD on the labeled examples in the current chunk of each sub-data stream to obtain a series of local one-class classifiers. More specifically, for Stream i , we conduct SVDD on P D ic of the current chunk D ic to obtain the classifier (f l ic (x)). We then need to resolve the optimization:
We then obtain centroid o ic =
|P Dic| j=1
α j · φ(x j ) and radius R = φ(x n ) − o ic , in which the corresponding 0 < α n < v. After that, we obtain the local one-class classifiers ((f 
We then conduct SVDD on S g based on optimization problem (2.3) to train a classifier (f g (x) ) and obtain the corresponding support vectors set SV (S g ).
In general, we can utilize the obtained classifier f g (x) for prediction. The experiments (section 4.4) have shown that f g (x) can obtain similar performance as the global oneclass classifier. In order to let classifier f g (x) converge into the optimal classifier, we let
. . , m and repeat the first step and second step until the approach stops. In all, the approach is illustrated in Algorithm 1, in which ε is a threshold, S t g and P D t ic denote the set S g and P D ic at the t times of iteration, W (.) means the value according to the optimization problem (2.3).
We first illustrate in Figure 3 to show how the approach works. 
Construct SVDD classifier on P D ic by problem (2.3); 9: Put the support vectors to SV (P D ic ); 10: end for 11:
Construct SVDD classifier on S t g based on problem (2.3); 13: Obtain W (S t g );
14:
15:
Obtain R t = x n − o t , where corresponding 0 < α n < v; 16: Put the support vectors to SV (S t g );
support vectors, which decide the boundary of the classifier.
In general, if a subset S c ⊂ S is chosen from the whole training data, it will most likely not contain all support vectors of S and its support vectors will not be support vectors of the whole problem. However, considering the characteristic of SVDD, i.e., it constructs a hyper-sphere containing the target class, the interior examples of classifier on S c tends to be interior examples of the classifier on the whole datasets. As illustrated in Figure 3. (B) the interior examples of three sub-classifiers also tend to be the interior examples of the classifier on the whole data; the support vectors of the three sub-classifiers tends to include the boundary examples of the whole data such that we can construct one-class classifier on the support vectors of the three sub-classifiers. Hence, this is referred to as the support vectors preservation principle. In general, the computation complexity of SVDD is O(n 2 ), where n is the number of samples in the training. Assume we have r data streams, the computation time of r local one-class classifiers is 1 r O(n 2 ), which is largely less than that of the global classifier on the whole data from each sub-data stream, especially when r is a large value. Another characteristic of SVDD is that, the number of support vectors is always substantially less than that of the involved training data. Thus, we can filter a large number of data when constructing local one-class classifiers, as illustrated in Figure 3 . We then save the training time on the sequential one-class classifier built on the collected support vectors from the local one-class classifiers.
Convergence Analysis
For the above MODS approach illustrated in Algorithm 1, we have the following two theorems about the convergence of the approach. We note that we present the iterative framework to guarantee the classifier converge to the global classifier. This iterative setting is for the theorem proof perspective. In practice, we can utilize the classifier of the first iteration, which makes the MODS approach much more practical as illustrate in the experiment section. Theorem 1: The MODS approach will converge in finite times, that is
in which W * is the converged value. Proof:
Assume Ω is a set, and let S c denote a subset of the set Ω, W (S c ) means the optimal function value over S c under optimization problem (2.3). Since S c ⊂ Ω, we then have
For the set S c , let SV (S c ) denotes the support vectors set under the optimization problem (2.3), in which the corresponding α i = 0. From problem (2.3), we know only the support vectors contribute W (.); therefore, we have
We then have we then let
) is monotonically increasing, and W (S t g ) is always less than W (Ω c ) from (3.14); therefore, the approach will converge, that is there exists t
From Theorem 1, we know that the Algorithm 1 will converge in finite steps, that is |W (S
The MODS approach will converge to the global optimal value (3.15) 
We then have
Let α be a solution of the SVDD problem on set S 
This Theorem indicates that MODS approach will converge to the optimal one-class classifier, that is f g c (x). In the above, we illustrate how the MODS approach works in Figure 3 
)| holds true. However, in section 4.4 of experiment part, we will show that the classifier of the first iteration can obtain as high performance as the optimal classifier.
Prediction
After building global one-class classifiers on the current and historical chunks from the multiple one-class data streams, we obtain f
. For data streams learning, researchers generally combine the classifiers from the current and historical chunks into an ensemble classifier for prediction [8, 7, 9] . By referring to the method in [9] , we assign a weight value g i to each individual classifier for the ensemble classifier f E .
Experiment
In this section, we will investigate the performance of the proposed MODS approach for multiple one-class data streams learning. For comparison, another two solutions are used as baselines. The first baseline is to build a global one-class classifier (GOCC) based on the whole labeled positive data from each sub-data stream. The second baseline is to build local one-class classifiers from each sub-data stream and combine them into an ensemble one-class classifier (EOCC). The two baselines are utilized to investigate the performance and efficiency of our MODS approach.
For one-class learning, since the performance of classification systems is typically evaluated in terms of F-measure [22] , we use it as metric. The F measure trades off precision p and recall r, which is defined: F = 2 · p·r p+r . All the experiments are on a laptop with a 2.8 GHz processor and 3GB DRAM. We use Lib-SVM 1 to resolve the standard quadratic programming problem (2.3). RBF kernel function (2.1) is used in the experiment due to its superior performance.
Stream Data Description
In the experiments, we use three real-world data stream datasets which have been previously studied by other researchers for data streams learning [23, 8, 10] . The basic information of the used data stream datasets is introduced as follows. (1): KDD-99 2 : This data set was collected from the KDD CUP challenge in 1999, and the task is to build predictive models capable of distinguishing between possible intrusions and normal connections. The original data (10% sampling) contain 41 features, 494,020 training and 311,029 test samples, and over 24 intrusion types. In these types, there exist three large size classes, that are Normal, Neptune, and Smurf classes. The three classes dominate the whole data set. We combine training and testing sets together and use the three large size classes to generate a one-class data streams. This data set contains 581012 observations and each observation consists of 54 attributes, including 10 quantitative variables, 4 binary wilderness areas and 40 binary soil type variables. Seven classes exist: "Spruce-Fir", "Lodgepole Pine", "Ponderosa Pine", "Cottonwood/Willow", "Aspen", "Douglas-fir", "Krummholz". We use the seven classes to generate one-class data streams.
For each data set, we first randomly choose one class, and regard it as target class and treat the other categories as the non-target class. Take the CoverType data set for example: if we choose the "Spruce-Fir" category as the target class, then the non-target class consists of the "Lodgepole Pine", "Ponderosa Pine", "Cottonwood Willow", "Aspen", "Douglas-fir" and "Krummholz". This kind of operation has been widely used in one-class learning in static data [1, 5] and stream data [8] . We then separate the data into multiple one-class data streams.
One characteristic of data streams is concept drift, two scenarios, i.e., regular concept shifting (RCS) and probability concept shifting (PCS), have been adapted to introduce concept drifts into data streams. In the regular shifting model (RSM), a user regularly shifts the interest from one class to another class after a fixed number of chunks for each subdata stream, which is set to 5 in the experiments. In the probability shifting model (PSM), a user changes the interest with a probability, if the probability is larger than a threshold (0.5), the user changes the target class from one class into another.
Using the above operation, we obtain two data streams for each data set, called RCS-based, and PCS-based data streams. For the three methods, we use the same number of classifiers from the current and historical chunks to form an ensemble classifier for prediction. We omit the details of the algorithm performance with respect to the number of ensemble classifiers (k), since the impact of this factor has been addressed more or less in the stream data mining literature [9, 24, 25] . Instead, we use ensemble size k=10 for all streams. 
Performance Comparison
We first investigate the performance of GOCC, EOCC and MODS in terms of RCSbased, and PCS-based multiple one-class data streams. For each multiple data streams, we set the number of sub-data streams as 4 and change the chunk size of each sub-data stream from 2000 to 3200. The average F-measure value of fifty chunks of multiple data streams is reported in Fig. 4 , in which x−axis illustrates the chunk size of the data streams, and y−axis denotes the average F-measure value for each approach.
It is clear that in this case, GOCC always provides the best performance compared with the EOCC and MODS methods in terms of RCS-based and PCS-based data streams. This occurs because GOCC is built on the whole labeled positive data from each data stream; thus it utilizes the full data information to build a classifier. In addition, we discover that, MODS method, can obtain as high performance as GOCC method, since MODS can converge to the optimal one-class classifier. We further find that EOCC method delivers the worst performance compared with GOCC and MODS, since it only combines the local one-class classifiers for prediction. Further, We find that, three approaches achiever better performance as the chunk size increases from 2000 to 3200, this is because a larger chunk size will contain more data information.
Efficiency Comparison
In addition to comparing the performance of GOCC, EOCC and MODS, it is necessary to investigate the efficiency of them. To test the efficiency of the three approaches, we refer to the method in [23] and perform GOCC, EOCC and MODS on the multiple data streams in which the number of sub-data streams for each multiple one-class data stream is set to 4 and chunk size is set to 2000. Figure 5 illustrates the efficiency of GOCC, EOCC and MODS on the six multiple one-class data streams. On the x−axis, we illustrate the progression of the data streams in terms of the number of samples, whereas on the y−axis, we illustrate the number of samples processed per second at particular points of the data streams progression. This number is computed by using the average number of samples processed per second.
From these sub-figures, we find that the GOCC method always obtains the worst processing speed because it conducts one-class classifier on the whole labeled positive examples from each sub-data stream; thus it takes a longer time to build the global one-class classifier. However, EOCC and MODS conduct local one-class classifiers on the positive examples of each sub-data stream respectively. Consequently, GOCC offers the worst processing speed compared with EOCC and MODS. We further discover that, although EOCC obtains the worst performance, it delivers the highest processing speed, since it utilizes the ensemble classifier from the local one-class classifiers for prediction. In addi- tion, MODS performs higher processing speed than GOCC while less than EOCC. This is because, MODS utilizes iterative framework to build local one-class classifiers, thus, it delivers less processing speed than EOCC. However, we find that it still providers more processing speed compared with the GOCC approach.
Performance and Efficiency of MODS Approach at Different Iterations
For MODS approach, we have proved that it can converge to the optimal one-class classifier and we utilize an iterative framework to build an accurate classifier. In the MODS, we compare the W (.) values of two adjacent iterations, and let the approach terminate when the adjacent W (.) values are close to each other. In this set of experiments, we do not utilize the criteria to terminate the approach. We report the performance of the classifiers of the first four iterations for the RCS-based multiple one-class data streams. In the experiments, we set the number of subdata streams as 4 and the chunk size of each sub-data stream is 2000. This set of experiments will help us to understand the convergence of the MODS approach and the efficiency of each iteration. Figure 6 illustrates the performance of the four iterations. It is discovered that, MODS can converge to the optimal value rapidly, which is the performance of the GOCC approach. In addition, the classifier obtained after the first iteration can obtain almost as high a performance as the GOCC approach. Figure 7 shows the efficiency of MODS of each iteration compared with the EOCC approach. It is clear that, the first iteration can perform similar processing speed as EOCC. Both approaches conduct local one-class classifier; although MODS needs to conduct one more classifier construction on the collected support vectors; however, the number of SVs is always substantially less than that of the involved training data. Thus, the first iteration of MODS can perform as fast as EOCC.
In all, our proposed MODS approach can deliver as high performance as the GOCC approach and perform much than the EOCC approach. In addition, MODS can save the running time compared with the GOCC approach. Thus, MODS approach can be a desirable approach for multiple one-class data streams. In addition, the classifier of the first iteration of MODS only sacrifices a little bit of accuracy compared with GOCC; however, it can speed up considerably as the EOCC approach. In practical problems, we can utilize the classifier from the first iteration for prediction.
Conclusion
In this paper, we propose a novel approach to build an accurate and efficient classifier for multiple one-class data streams learning. Our proposed method first builds local one-class classifiers on the labeled positive examples for each sub-data stream respectively and then extracts the informative examples from each local classifier. We then build a global one-class classifier on the collected informative examples. Experiments show the high performance and high efficiency of the proposed MODS approach compared with other approaches. More importantly, the classifier from the first iteration of MODS only sacrifices a little bit of accuracy compared with GOCC; however, it can speed up considerably as EOCC approach. This indicates that we can utilize the classifier of the first iteration for prediction in practical problems.
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